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ABSTRACT
We present systemsDock, a web server for network
pharmacology-based prediction and analysis, which
permits docking simulation and molecular pathway
map for comprehensive characterization of ligand
selectivity and interpretation of ligand action on
a complex molecular network. It incorporates an
elaborately designed scoring function for molecular docking to assess protein–ligand binding potential. For large-scale screening and ease of investigation, systemsDock has a user-friendly GUI interface for molecule preparation, parameter specification and result inspection. Ligand binding potentials against individual proteins can be directly displayed on an uploaded molecular interaction map,
allowing users to systemically investigate networkdependent effects of a drug or drug candidate. A
case study is given to demonstrate how systemsDock can be used to discover a test compound’s
multi-target activity. systemsDock is freely accessible at http://systemsdock.unit.oist.jp/.
INTRODUCTION
Drugs may interact with multiple molecules in the human
body, and such drug action, known as polypharmacology,
may be efficacious or deleterious for the treatment of disease. For example, ␤-lactams exhibit antibacterial action
principally by targeting multiple penicillin-binding proteins
(1). Similarly, a multi-target strategy has advanced the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases (2). On the other hand,
poor drug selectivity may increase therapeutic risks and
negatively impact drug development because of unintended

drug-target interactions. An example of this is the cardiotoxicity of kinase inhibitor Sunitinib (3). Identification
of drug targets is therefore a critical stage of drug development (4,5).
It is only relatively recently that interactive web interfaces for prediction of drug-target interactions have become
available to non-commercial research groups. One such resource is DINIES (6), which is based on supervised machine learning methods to predict unknown drug–target interaction networks. SwissTargetPrediction (7) predicts targets on the basis of molecular similarity. Results from these
resources mainly focus on predicting interaction targets, but
network pharmacology information is limited. Advances in
systems biology are creating opportunities for the application of network pharmacology to identify drug targets over
molecular pathway maps (8).
A well-curated pathway map explicitly describes molecular interactions. Deeply curated maps, such as Toll-Like
Receptor pathways (9), mTOR pathways (10), EGFR pathways (11), AlzPathway (signaling pathways of Alzheimer’s
disease) (12) and FluMap (pathways describing the influenza A virus replication cycle) (13), allow systematic
understanding of specific disease-relevant processes. Those
maps were composed in machine-readable standard Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) format and visualized as a Systems Biology Graphical Notation diagram, which enables computational modeling and simulation. Well-annotated databases like KEGG (14), Reactome (15) and PANTHER (16) with many pathway entries provide information on various molecular interactions
and reaction networks. Structured diagram editors such as
CellDesigner (17) enable users to draw, browse or modify biological networks of interest. Payao (18) allows map sharing
and community comments through a social network service.
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These open resources allow a deeper understanding of how
small molecules acts within molecular networks.
In this article, we describe systemsDock, a web service
specifically designed to make network-based screening efficient and practical. It incorporates an elaborately designed
scoring function called docK-IN (combining docking with
intelligence) for molecular docking to assess protein–ligand
binding potential. docK-IN was initially developed in our
previous work (19) to address the critical issue of commonly
used docking programs that were too inaccurate for reliable
prediction (20). Another unique feature of systemsDock is
that it allows screening of a large number of proteins with
ease. This is distinguished from other web resources by having a series of efficient stepwise methods for molecule preparation, parameter specification, and result inspection. Predictions can be displayed in an interactive table, histogram
or projected on a pathway map for intuitive inspection.
THE systemsDock METHOD AND INTERFACE
To carry out a network pharmacology-based prediction and
analysis using systemsDock, the required processes are divided into four main steps, including (i) specification of target proteins by various efficient options, or by direct upload
of a molecular pathway map in SBML format, (ii) definition
of binding sites through an interactive molecular visualizer
by clicking on the displayed structure model or residues
listed, (iii) preparation of small molecules for test either by
uploading structure files or by composing a compound of
interest using the provided web-based molecule editor, (iv)
run docking simulation and proceed to the inspection of the
result.
Molecule preparation
For network-based screening, systemsDock provides highly
efficient flexible options that allow users to test a large number of proteins by specifying (i) protein names or gene symbols, (ii) protein PDB IDs or (iii) to upload a pathway map
file in SBML format. Selected protein structures with the
best resolution are then retrieved from an in-house protein
identity-to-structure mapping system for docking simulation. Mapping data are collected mainly from UniProt (21),
GenBank (22), ChEMBL (23) and PhosphoSitePlus (24).
Through the system, it is possible to rapidly select small, related families of molecules for testing. An extension of this
selection procedure provides a very efficient way to specify
protein structure and binding site. Considering the data instantaneity, structure files are retrieved from a synced copy
of the PDB archive on the serve, or dynamically downloaded from the RCSB PDB database whilst data is unavailable locally. A binding site for each protein is automatically
identified by exploring the position where the biggest native
ligand is bound. Alternatively, binding sites can be defined
through an interactive molecular visualizer by clicking on
the displayed structure model or amino acids listed in the
sequence table (Figure 1A).
systemsDock accepts compounds in commonly used formats, including 2D/3D SDF, Mol2 or SMILES. Users
can also employ an integrated web-based molecule editor (JSME; http://peter-ertl.com/jsme/) to compose com-

pounds of interest. Compounds will be displayed in various representations with calculated molecular properties.
There are also convenient links for compounds in external
databases including PubChem (25), DrugBank (26), BindingDB (27) and KEGG, as well as over 130 chemical vendors, allowing easy access to biological data and identifying
commercially available molecules (Figure 1B).
Docking simulation and performance
systemsDock applies AutoDock VINA (28) to perform
docking simulation. Based on the characterized binding
interaction and molecular properties, all of the binding
modes are then rescored by docK-IN and ranked accordingly. docK-IN utilizes a machine learning algorithm (Random Forest) together with a series of characterized binding interactions and test compound molecular properties
(Supplementary Data S1) to perform the rescoring. The
best binding mode is selected for each test compound.
Unlike other scoring methods (29,30), the score reported
by docK-IN is a negative logarithm of the experimental
dissociation/inhibition constant (pKd /pKi), usually ranging from 0 to 10 (i.e. from weak to strong binding), allowing a straightforward indication of binding strength.
Depending upon molecule specifications, docking simulations through systemsDock may take a long time. Users can
check the progress or retrieve results simply using a given
web link or session ID. An email notification is sent to the
user when simulation is completed.
The scoring function of docK-IN is a machine learning
model based upon the Random Forest algorithm. Training data were mainly composed of a set of quality cocrystallized complexes with their corresponding binding
affinity data obtained from PDBbind (31). We have applied
the newly released PDBbind collection to increase the training data of machine learning models and to extend learning
assumptions. Davis et al. (32) proposed a quantitative analysis of the selectivity of numerous kinase inhibitors against
diverse kinases using an in vitro competition binding assay. It was of great interest to assess the consistency between bioassay outcomes and docK-IN predictions. Taking protein structure availability and binding site certainty
into consideration, we tested 120 different kinases against
63 inhibitors. Docking results of those molecules are listed
in Supplementary Data S2, and parameters and settings
for docking simulations are summarized in Supplementary
Data S3. In order to evaluate and visualize the screening
performance, we applied Receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) (33) and ROCR (34) package in R which estimates
the sensitivity and specificity based on the measured rates of
classification accuracy. Figure 2 presents the results of ROC
analysis showing the performance of docK-IN in classifying
test compound activity. The true positive rate (vertical axis
of Figure 2A) represents the fraction of measurements in
which the activity is predicted correctly. The false positive
rate (horizontal axis) represents the fraction in which inactive compounds are incorrectly classified as active ones. The
calculated AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) measured by
interpolating a series of docking score cutoffs is 0.84. AUC
is a measure of prediction accuracy ranging from 0–1. A
conventional rating of binary classifiers according to AUC
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Figure 1. Screenshots of the systemsDock web interface. (A) Interactive functions for binding site specifications are accessed by clicking on the displayed
protein structure or amino acids listed in the sequence table to define the location of the preferred binding site. Users can adjust x-y-z coordinates to refine
the location. (B) Links are provided for the test compound in external databases, as well as to visualize the compound in 3D. (C) Prediction results are
furnished in an interactive histogram. Docking scores for each compound are grouped by proteins. By clicking on one of the bars, molecular binding
interactions can be graphically shown in 2D/3D for structure-based investigation as shown in (F). (D and E) Visualizing results through a pathway map
provided by the user or using a heat map. Colors of proteins are displayed as white-to-red scales or as white and red according to the docking scores. Click
on a colored node (i.e. protein) to display binding interactions in 2D/3D as shown in (F). (F) Visualizing protein–ligand binding interactions of the test
compound or native ligand in 2D/3D. Protein residues involved in the binding interaction are automatically identified. For reference, those that interacted
with a native ligand, if available, are also listed. Clicking on any of the residue entries listed allows users to center and display the specified residue for closer
inspection.
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Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis for evaluating performance of docking simulation using docK-IN on the demanding bioassay
benchmark (32). The test included the results of 63 test compounds against 120 kinases. (A) ROC plot measured by a series of docking score cutoffs. As a
reference, the gray line represents theoretical random results. The colored ROC curve is the fraction of the true positives out of the total actual positives
versus the fraction of false positives out of the total actual negatives. The calculated AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve), sensitivity and specificity are
0.84, 75 and 76%, respectively. (B) Prediction accuracy ((True Positive + True Negative)/Total population) measured by a series of docking score cutoffs.
Good accuracy level (80–83%) was observed in the range of cutoff scores from 4.82 to 6.11 (pKd ). The docking score 5.52 (pKd ) residing within the range
is equal to a dissociation constant (Kd ) of 3 M, which is conventionally used to classify ligand binding activity.

is as follows: 0.9 ≤ AUC ≤ 1 is considered excellent; 0.80 ≤
AUC < 0.9 is good; 0.70 ≤ AUC < 0.8 fair; 0.50 ≤ AUC <
0.7 poor; and AUC < 0.5 represents failure (no better than
a random classifier). Taking the optimal cutoff value at the
point of the ROC curve that is closest to a perfect classifier
(i.e. the top-left corner of Figure 2A), we obtained the values of 75% sensitivity (i.e. compounds correctly identified as
active) and 76% specificity (compounds correctly identified
as inactive). According to the accuracy assessment ((True
Positive + True Negative)/Total population) shown in Figure 2B, a good accuracy level (80–83%) was observed when
cutoff scores were in the range of 4.82 to 6.11 (pKd ). A docking score of 5.52 (pKd ) is equal to a dissociation constant
(Kd ) of 3 M, which is conventionally used to classify ligand binding activity. As demonstrated by the results of ROC
analysis, docK-IN performed well on prediction, and was
able to classify the activity of test compounds with good
accuracy when the docking score at 5.52 was set as classifier.
Result output and inspection
Docking scores, predicted binding affinities for target proteins, are displayed in an interactive table and histogram
(Figure 1C). By clicking on a table entry or histogram bar,
molecular binding interactions can be graphically displayed
in 2D/3D for structure-based investigation. Analyzed by
LIGPLOT (35), protein residues involved in intermolecular
interactions will be highlighted for rapid inspection. Screening result files from systemsDock are rich in details. Tabu-

lated docking scores (csv file), docked poses (SDF file), processed protein structures (PDB file), and predicted binding
interactions (png file) may be downloaded. The pathway
map (SBML file, svg/png file), if available, may be saved.
Depending upon availability of the pathway map, docking
scores of the test compound against specified network proteins are optionally converted into a white-to-red color scale
(indicating binding strength) or they may be classified as
active (red) or inactive (white) relative to a specified cutoff.
Colored results are then projected to the pathway map to directly display predicted binding affinities (Figure 1D). For
larger data visualization and analysis, an interactive heat
map with sorting and zooming functions is also available
for users (Figure 1E), through which users can efficiently
identify potential binders or known targets from plenty of
tests.
systemsDock provides a set of efficient functions to manipulate the pathway map. For example, a bird’s-eye-view
function facilitates navigating over a pathway map. An
object-list panel lists object information (e.g. species, proteins and reactions) shown on the map. Then, by simply by
clicking on an entry one can center and highlight the object
in the view. Users can efficiently investigate the bioactivity
of a test compound against numerous proteins through the
colored pathway, allowing a perspective inspection for results throughout a complex signaling network. By clicking
on colored nodes (proteins), a molecule visualizer (JSmol)
will be launched to illustrate the intermolecular interactions
in 2D/3D (Figure 1F). Screening results are retrievable by a
given web link or session ID. There is no login requirement
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Figure 3. Prediction of a test compound (PubChem CID: 3795) against 180 FluMap proteins using systemsDock. FluMap describes the intermolecular
network of influenza A virus life cycle from (1) entry, (2) endocytosis, (3) fusion, (4) transcription/translation, (5) assembly, (6) packaging to (7) budding.
Docking scores are converted into white/red color according to a cutoff value at 5.52 pKd (white: inactive; red: active; gray: not in the test or no results).
Results are projected on the pathway map. The JAK1 protein, which plays a major role in the JAK/STAT signaling pathway, is enclosed in a black frame.
See Supplementary Data S5 for a high resolution inspection.

to use systemsDock, but historical sessions and results may
be retrieved and managed after login verification.
APPLICATION AND CASE STUDY
We applied systemsDock to investigate compounds for antiinfluenza therapy. For a preliminary test, we validated two
neuraminidase (NA) inhibitors, namely Oseltamivir and
Peramivir, against a pool of proteins involved in the influenza infection process to verify their binding potentials.
As Oseltamivir is a prodrug, we tested both Oseltamivir
and Oseltamivir acid. We ranked the screening results by
docking scores. Among the test proteins, the major target (i.e. NA) of the inhibitors was identified as a potential
binder whilst the docking scores (Oseltamivir acid: 6.5; Oseltamivir: 6.9; Peramivir: 6.9) to this protein are seen higher
than others (avg. 5.7), within the top 10 out of the 50 predicted targets (detailed in Supplementary Data S4-1). Conventional anti-influenza drugs target viral proteins (e.g. M2
or NA), but drug resistance has emerged due to the rapidity
of viral mutation. Recent studies have shifted the focus to
targeting host factors instead of viral proteins, and among
such studies, JAK1 was recognized as a potential antiviral
drug target through virus-host interactome analysis (36).
Here we studied JAK1 inhibitors and applied systemsDock
using compound structures with a deeply curated influenza
infection pathway called FluMap (13).
The pathway map of FluMap describes the molecular
pathway of the influenza A virus replication cycle (i.e. entry, endocytosis, transcription/translation, assembly and
budding). It is composed of both viral and host factors
(i.e. proteins, mRNAs etc.) together with over 450 re-

actions, enabling computational network, pharmacologybased analyses. FluMap is detailed on its website (http:
//www.influenza-x.org/flumap/) and the map file in SBML
format is available (13).
Screening the FluMap pathway provides an opportunity
to identify effective anti-viral host targets. For example,
compounds with kinase inhibition activity may interrupt
the protein assembly phase of the viral life cycle. Here we
display the results of screening a test compound (PubChem
CID: 3795) against 180 proteins of interest (Supplementary
Data S4-2), and we project the predicted binding potential on the FluMap pathway to demonstrate systemsDock’s
capability. The compound also shows in vitro efficacy in
follow-up validation on siRNA screening.
A colored FluMap shows network-based screening results (Figure 3). A dissociation constant of 3 M is a conventional value to define ligand binding, and it is equal to a
docking score (pKd ) of 5.52. We therefore set this docking
score as the cutoff to classify the test compound’s activity.
Proteins in gray indicate cases not in our test because 3D
structures were not available, or because no binding mode
was generated by the docking tool. The compound showed
a good binding selectivity in that it interacted with only 20%
of proteins tested. Although it interacted with several nonviral proteins involved in different signaling pathways, only
a small number of them (including FPPS, p38, Hsp90 and
ERK) were identified as critical factors for the virus life cycle identified by our previous controllability analysis (13).
This implied a lower potential for off-target effects. It is interesting to note that the compound may interact with viral
proteins such as NA, HA, NP, which means that anti-viral
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efficacy may be deduced by multi target effects in combination with host and virus factors.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
systemsDock is the first web service enabling drug developers to carry out network pharmacology-based prediction
and analysis by integrating results from structural biology
with systems biology. Its user-friendly GUI interface simplifies essential operations for large-scale screening. Using
the predictive docking approach, systemsDock can test a
large number of target proteins with good prediction accuracy. This will reduce the number of tests for bioassay. As
an example, we demonstrated the application of systemsDock in investigation of anti-influenza agents and targets
using network pharmacology. Progress in pathway curation
as well as open resources provide a great opportunity to rationally optimize drug polypharmacology for pharmaceutical research. Together with a curated pathway map, systemsDock helps to comprehensively characterize the underlying mechanism of a drug candidate and to interpret its
cascading effects, improving the prediction of drug efficacy
and safety.
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